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Destroying Angel
Sneaker Pimps

(i m submitting this here cuz sneaker tabs are just soo hard to find...
such hard work copying & pasting..shit!)

destroying angel
by luke blanch 

i m pretty sure this is accurate.  i ve been looking for sneaker pimps
tabs forever and finally decided just to tab this myself.  you ll need 
to listen to the cd to get the feel for the changes and picking but it 
should be alright.  the d5 to c5 change in the verse can be replaced
by an open dsus2 and open c (just as the F# can be played as an open
F#), but it s not really needed - whatever you think sounds better.  
email me with suggestions etc.

Tuning:  drop everything down a 1/2 step
   

    D5	 C5  E	 Asus2 C   F#  C#5 G	  Dsus2  F#
Eb--0---0---0---0-----0---2---0---3---|---0------2---Eb
Bb--0---0---0---0-----1---2---0---3---|---3------2---Bb
Gb--7---5---1---2-----0---3---6---0---|---2------3---Gb
Db--7---5---2---2-----2---4---6---0---|---0------4---Db
Ab--5---3---2---0-----3---4---4---2---|----------x---Ab
Eb----------0-------------2-------3---|--------------Eb

Verse: D5 C5 E
		  
i know you know my heads not in this now
nothing you could keep so keep me down
like the stones beneath the water that you walk on to be taller
the hands you stuck together cause you prayed you d wait forever
just another fragile angel heart
falling down on lead wings torn apart

Chorus: Asus2 C E

the words beneath my skin
the ink that you put in
destroying all the things you left around

	  Asus2      C	    E		 G	      C 	   E
cause i m earthbound coming down... come down... come down... come around

Verse: D5 C5 E



so what you have the nerve to call a friend
is starved of all the sense to make amends
i m the glass you break to touch but you never want me much
like the view across the water from the shoes and two feet smaller
i know it doesn t pay to be this hurt
falling off the morning getting worse
 
Chorus: Asus2 C E

the words beneath my skin
the ink that you put in
destroying all the things you left around

	  Asus2      C	    E		 G	      C 	   E
cause i m earthbound coming down... come down... come down... come around

Repeat Verse Riff x 2

Bridge/Outro (*repeat till fade*)

	  F#  Asus2 C#5     F#	 Asus2  C#5
cause i m down......... i m down


